
UK B2B COMPANIES : LATE 2020

TOP 6 
REVENUE DRIVERS

(under Covid-19, as if you 
needed reminding)



That these are tough times for everyone 
rather goes without saying.   
 
But it is worth remembering.  Our shared experiences underline 
further the need to empathise. To listen to the people we work 
with and to truly understand what it is they need. This isn’t a 
business tactic - its a human one (obvs) The world has shifted 
for everyone. Predictable responses and outcomes that once 
shored up judgement are no longer certainties, but kindness 
and understanding go a very long way towards making things 
more manageable. 

We are all buffeted by events outside of our control. 

Bearing this in mind, here are the top six factors/actions 
driving predictable revenue and increased profit for 
companies in late 2020. 

*A BRIEF NOTE ON EMPATHY BEFORE 
WE START...
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1. AGILITY

2. OUTBOUND  - COLD EMAIL  (Yes, really) 

Agile businesses respond fast to change. They do this by prioritising customer 
communication, closely assessing market changes, measuring customer expectations 
and needs, and tweaking and reshaping their sales and marketing strategy fast to match.

Changes and shifts are coming faster than usual at the moment. Businesses who can 
keep up are in a better position to protect existing revenue, and even grow. 

Normal sell cycles are being impacted by things outside of anyone’s control. Customers 
are behaving and responding in different ways.

Keep adapting your marketing and sales approach if you want to continue to grow your 
business or even just to protect your existing revenue.

Companies have focused heavily on highly successful long-game inbound marketing 
over the last five years, and inbound is still an incredibly important aspect of any marketing 
strategy but ramping up outbound activities is having an immediate positive impact on 
pipeline and sales for those who are carefully deploying them at the moment. 

Most sales in this sector (B2B Services) come from building long term relationships with 
clients, rather than being directly transactional, so there is a need for a careful balance 
between making contact with new prospects and pushing sales too hard. This is where 
many have dismissed email as a method of cold outreach. It is done badly very often, 
and is viewed as a bit of a sledgehammer that can put people off. 

This is not necessarily the case - it is fully possible to make successful initial approaches 
to parties via email, providing exceptional ROI. 

The key is for the emails to be highly targeted, highly personalized and highly relevant. 

This is an area we have a lot of success in for our clients, often to their great surprise. 

Cold email still has a great ROI but personalise - don’t spam
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(build relationships - don’t pitch on message two)

 

LinkedIn is great. It has managed to retain its work-related focus, and is a genuinely useful 
platform for that reason. It is really no wonder that many have turned to LinkedIn recently 
and begun to farm contacts. It makes a lot of sense. 

Thing is, everyone is doing it, but few are doing it well. 

Those who are successfully finding clients, contacts and work on LinkedIn at the moment 
are NOT those who are sending sales messages straight after a connect request.

We’ve all received them. Daily invites to connect from random people, followed by a sales 
message straightaway.  Even if the person looks interesting, this is really off-putting and 
in fact pretty lazy. Its an obvious blanket approach (create a list in sales navigator, fire off 
connection requests, standard follow-up message) which doesn’t come across well in 
this climate of quiet, careful consideration and focused personalisation. 

Used correctly, LinkedIn is a great resource for B2B lead generation. 
Create value,  share insight and information and build relationships and this will result in 
far more connections turning into customers than going for a sales pitch straight after 
connecting.

If you’d like to find out more about how to do this successfully then please contact us.

3. OUTBOUND - LINKEDIN 
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Priorities have changed in the last 8 months. Your customers’ priorities have changed, as 
have those of their customers.  We can’t reiterate enough how important it is to remember 
that everything that affects you also affects everyone you work with. 

Companies who can clearly and dispassionately examine changes and understand the 
current situation and how it directly affects them, can shift, switch approach, find new 
markets, keep moving forwards. 

SO it’s time to revisit Buyer Personas.

You cannot safely assume that these have remained the same after the disruption we 
have all faced this year.

Your old buyers will have changed and you may have to enter new markets or find 
different types of companies that now require your services.

Take the process right back to the beginning. This is about assessing the current situation. 
Try to forget everything you know about who buys your services usually. There is no 
usually, now.  If you can be accurate, and really dig down into where people are today, 
you’ll uncover the key to understanding who your customers are now and what they 
really need. 

4. BUYER PERSONAS  (Revisit/Refocus/Redo)

5. BUYERS JOURNEY  (Revisit/Refocus/Redo)

Revisiting your Buyers’ Journey will help, alongside the work you do on Buyer Personas, in  
making sure that you are closely aligned with current events and climates. 

The way that prospects interact with your business, the number of touchpoints, and what 
they need and at which point will have changed.

Your marketing collateral and sales process will need to be reviewed and potentially 
changed to match this.

Using your re-examined Buyer Personas and your Buyer’s Journey to guide decisions 
should ensure you’re fully tuned in and making reassessing these important touchstones  
regularly should mean you’re prepared for any new changes as they hit.
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6. LEAD NURTURING (Track and win every 
visitor to your website)

We all know this, right?  And the truth at the heart of this document is that to succeed at 
the moment, companies need to be using every single tool and process at their disposal. 

Lead Nurturing is one of those tools. When things are rocking, no one is keeping track of the 
maybes. But at the moment, with higher levels of uncertainty in the market,  businesses 
are not going to be able to make decisions that include long-term commitments without 
considering many more factors than they would’ve needed to 12 months ago. And taking 
much more time to do it. I don’t need to explain the impact this lengthened buying cycle 
could have. At the moment, all the businesses need to keep track of the maybes.

Maybes are your future customers, even if they can’t commit right now.  Don’t let these 
leads become neglected by salespeople who need more than ever to hit their monthly 
targets and who focus on closing more immediate prospects. 

Put into a nurturing system which matches your (reworked) buyer’s journey, provides 
highly relevant content at each stage and keeps them moving through your funnel, will 
keep your company top of mind.

Building an effective nurture sequence can take time, but will provide predictable revenue 
in the long term.

Capitalize on every visitor to your website by capturing details, and add these to your 
carefully written nurture sequence. It’s surprising just how many companies don’t, allowing 
the people who visit their website to leave without even offering an enquiry form.

Companies need to fight for every lead. 

And once you work out who has been looking, you can combine reverse IP look ups 
with LinkedIn to find out which companies are visiting. A micro-targeted campaign 
with retargeting across multiple platforms based on this can greatly increase your 
pipeline and hugely expand your visibility to the right people for a fraction of the cost of 
conventional advertising. 

Sound easy? It really isn’t that tough to set up. And obviously we can help.
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Doogheno.com

WORKING WITH DOOGHENO

We are a bespoke, full service agency. We work with small and medium 
sized companies across all industries, and we’re particularly good in the 
tech sphere. 

We don’t have packages, and we won’t sell you services you don’t need. 

Where we succeed is in our agility: ie In our ability to offer vital, streamlined 
marketing strategy and services to deliver specific results. 

We ensure we’re on hand as you move towards increased profitability, 
predictable revenue and practical dynamic strategy. 

And we’d love to have a chat. 

hey@doogheno.com 020 7097 8567


